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l. We grant leave to appeal and pursuant to regulation 5(3) of the Social Security
Commissioners Procedure Regulations 1987 we treat the application as the appeal. The
determination (see paragraph 13 below) of the Attendance Allowance Board by its delegated
medical practitioner (DMP) dated 9 October 1986 was superseded by the determination of
the DIP dated 1 1 May 1987 and ceased to be effective from that date. The appeal against
the determination dated 9 October 1986 has, therefore, lapsed, and we have no jurisdiction
to entertain this appeal on the merits.

2. The claimant was born in 1920. In 1973 she strained her back. On 19 November 1982
she completed a form for a claim for attendance allowance (which was received on
26 November 1982); the effective date of the claim was 23 November 1982: see form DS7
(at page 14 of the case papers). She was medically examined and by a decision dated
3 February 1983 her claim was rejected: see Form DS 7 (at page 14 of the case papers). The
claimant applied for a review and on 14 April 1983 she was examined by another examining
doctor and on 26 April 1983 a DMP determined that the claimant required prolonged or
repeated attention during the night in connection with her bodily functions (the "night

(=':=.':;ondition") and certified that she was entitled to attendance allowance at the lower rate for"life from 23 November 1982. By a letter dated 2 3uly 1984 the claimant stated that her
condition had worsened and that letter was accepted as a request for review. Thereafter
there ensued a series of reviews but it is sufficient for the purposes of the present appeal to
summarise the history as follows:

(1) On 26 April 1983 (as stated above) a DMP on review determined that one of the
night conditions was satisfied and issued a certificate at the lower rate for the
period commencing 23 November 1982 for life (page 23 of the case papers).

(2) On 12 December 1984 a DMP reviewed the determination in (1) above on any
ground and determined that the claimant satisfied one of the ~da conditions and
revised the existing certificate by substituting the ~da for the night condition
with effect from 30 3uly 1984 (pages 36 to 38 of the case papers).

(3) On 9 October 1986 a DMP reviewed and revised the determination in (2) above
and revoked the lower rate certificate from 28 April 1985 (pages 94 to 97 of the
case papers).

(4) On 4 May 1987 the claimant signed an application form for leave to appeal to the
Commissioner against the determination in (3) above.



(5) On (or before) 11 .'v1ay 1987 a DMP reviewed the determination in (3) above,
determined that the claimant satisfied one of the dav conditions and on 1 I May
1987 he issued a certificate at the lower rate for the period commencing on 25
April 1987 for life (page 128 of the case papers).

(6) On 25 july 198S the DMP who made the determination and issued the certificate
in (5) above gave his reasons (page 192 of the case papers).

In the result, the lower rate certificate having been revoked from 28 April 1985 and afresh
lower rate certificate having been issued as from 25 April 1987, the period from 28 April
1985 to 2Q April 1987 was not covered by any certificate.

3. When the claimant's application for leave to appeal against the determination of
9 October 1986 was placed before a Commissioner, it was accompanied by a Memorandum
dated 18 june 1987 from the iNorcross appeals branch of the DHSS stating that as the
determination of 9 October 1986 had been reviewed (on any ground) and revised, the
Secretary of State', representative was of the~ew that the application for leave to appeal
had lapsed in accordance with the guidance in paragraph 13(3) of Commissioner's unreported
decisions CA/108/Sl, CA/125/80, and CA/196/84. In the light of this Memorandum, the
C nissioner on 8 july 1987 made a direction asking the claimant whether or not, in view of-'-,ti. ew certificate of 11 May 1987 referred to in the Memorandum (a copy of which was

-"-''enclosed) she wished to withdraw her appeal. Her reply was to the effect that she wished to
continue with her appeal.

A similar situation had arisen in the associated case, CA/20/87. In that case the
claimant had been granted leave to appeal against a determination of a DMP and, after
leave to appeal had been granted, another DMP, on review, revised the determination
appealed against. In other words, the same (or a similar) question arose in both cases,
namely: What happens to an appeal (or an application for leave to appeal) against a
determination of a DMP when that determination has, before the hearing of the appeal, been
reviewed and revised by another DMP? The Chief Commissioner appointed us as a Tribunal
of Commissioners to hear and decide both cases.

5. On 16 january 1989 we held an oral hearing (which was not concluded on that day).
The claimant was not present, and was not represented. The Secretary of State was
represented by Mr Latter of Counsel, instructed by the Solicitor's Office, Departments of
Health and Social Security. At the oral hearing on 16 January, it was clear from the
argument of Mr Latter that there was an arguable case on behalf of the claimant and we

>rdingly granted leave to appeal. The claimant had previously indicated, in the course of
I-.'-=-=y .elephone conversation, that she would consent, if she were granted leave, to her

"'application being treated as the appeal, and at that hearing Mr Latter gave a similar
consent. We therefore treated the application as the appeal pursuant to regulation 5(3) of
the Social Security Commissioners Procedure Regulations 1987. The hearing was adjourned.
until 16 March 1989 when it was concluded. Mr Mark Rowland of Counsel who was
instructed to appear in the associated case, CA/20/87, acted as amicus curiae at the
adjourned hearing of the present case. Mr. Latter again appeared for the Secretary of
State. We are grateful to them for their assistance.

6. Lapse
The word "lapse" has been used by Commissioners in a number of decisions. It is not a word
which has as yet (but see paragraph 26 below) appeared in the relevant legislation. It has
not ieceived any statutory or judicial interpretation. In ordinary usage something "lapses"
when it ceases to have effect.

7. The Issue

The essential question is: Has the appeal (for which we have granted leave) against the
review determination of 9 October 1986 "lapsed" ? If it has, we have no jurisdiction to



consider the merits of the appeal. As we have already indicated. on 9 October 1986 = 3.'i1P
reviewed and revised an earlier determination, made on 12 December 1984, and revo~ " the.
lower rate certificate from 2S April 1985. The claimant seeks to appeal agains-. that
determination. However, that determination dated 9 October 1986 was reviewe= and
revised bv the determination dated I 1 May 1987. The certificate issued on that c=-: (at
page 12S of the case papers) shows that the claimant satisfied one of the day conditio.-.s and
was entitled to attendance allowance at the lower rate from 25 April 1987 for life. The
DMP's reasons were not apparently formulated until 25 3uly 19SS (at page 192 of th "ase
papers). The question that we have to determine, therefore, is the effect upon the a"= I oi
the revised determination dated 1 1 Viay 1987 (the reasons being dated 25 3uly 1988). Has
the determination dated 1 1 May 1987 replaced the previous determinati--. of
9 October 1986? If so, has it replaced that determination wholly or in part? In the!':-nt oi
the determination dated 11 May 1987 can the present appeal against the determ.'-..ation
dated 9 October 1986 continue? Or has it automatically and inevitably lapsed?

S. Commissioners'ecisions

In the associated case, CA/20/87, a number of decisions of Commissioners on the ques:;en of
lapse were cited to us. We shall refer to them, so far as possible, in chronological orde..

CU/42/19 54.

:.',:.-.', In this case the claimant made a claim for unemployment benefit. On 27 3anuary 1954 the
local insurance officer decided that the claimant was disqualified for rec !vine
unemployment benefit from 15 3anuary 1954 to 25 February 1954 "on the ground that .-. has
voluntarily left his employment without just cause". The claimant appealed a-.,d on
2 March 1954 the local tribunal dismissed his appeal having found as a fact that the cia;mant
had left his employment voluntarily and that no just cause had been established. On
2 April 1954 the claimant gave notice of appeal to the Commissioner. On 13 April 1954 the
insurance officer gave a decision that unemployment benefit was not payable from and
including 20 3anuary 1954 because sufficient contributions had not been paid or credited.
On the next day, 14 April 1954, the insurance officer reviewed the decision of the local
tribunal of 2 March 1954 and appears to have decided that "unemployment benefit is payable
from 15 3anuary 1954 at the weekly rate of 69s. 6d." It is not clear why he reached that
decision but the Commissioner stated:

"The insurance officer now concerned draws attention to the fact that the claimant
had apparently made no claim for unemployment benefit for the period from 15 to
19 3anuary 1954 and points out that if so he was not entitled on any view to benefit for
that period."

(.,:-:")However, be that as it may, the Commissioner continued:

"I have however no power to vary the decision of a local insurance officer reviewing
in favour of a claimant the decision of a local tribunal. In consequence of this review
the decision of the local tribunal of 2 March 1954 from which this appeal to the
Commissioner has been brought has been annulled. It follows that I have no
jurisdiction to entertain the claimant's appeal from that decision but that
unemployment benefit is payable from 15 3anuary 1954 at the weekly rate of 69s. 6d.
even if the claimant is not in fact entitled to it by reason of insufficiency of
contribution or (as regards the period from 15 to 19 3anuary 1954) failure to claim."

The important point is, of course, that the Commissioner decided that the decision of the
local tribunal of 2 March 1954 had been annulled by the review decision on 14 April 1954.
That case was referred to in CA/108/Sl in paragraph 2(1) in the following terms:

"2. (1) In 1954 a decision - CU4/54 (not reported) [a slip for CU42/54] — was given
by a Commissioner under the — then — national insurance jurisdiction that
the effect of the reviewing, (or, more accurately reviewing and revising) a
subsisting decision is to annul that original decision and thereby to lapse



the appellate jurisdiction to determine a pending appeal from such c.-'=-.'nal
decision even though such an appeal had been instituted prior -.: the
exercise of the power to review and revise and was pendi-,.:-:or
determination when that exercise took place."

CA!10S/1981.

In this case the claim was for an attendance allowance. By a determination:ated
7 October 1980 the claimant was awarded attendance allowance at the lower rate ntil
7 October 1981. On 9 3uly 1981 a DMP refused to revise that determination a.-.: the
claimant appealed (i.e. against the determination dated 9 3uly 19SI). On 7 Decembe. 981,
on a renewal claim, the claimant was again awarded the allowance at the lower rate:rom
8 October 1981 to 7 December 19S2. It appears that the DMP who gave the determ'I —..ation
of 7 December 1981 was willing to review it (see paragraph 5(5) of the Commiss'sners
decision) and that "the DMP" (it is not clear which DMP) "is or might be willing .-.:.v to
review also the decision of 9 3uly 19SI -which is the subject of the pending appeal -o the
Commissioner": paragraph 7(1) of the decision. In his decision, which the Commissioner
himself described as an interlocutory decision, the Commissioner proposed to procee" 'vith
the hearing of the appeal against the decision dated 9 3uly 1981 at the expiration of af:er 28 days to give an opportunity for further representations to be made. The

'-::-> iu i ortant passage in the Commissioner's decision is at paragraph 13(3) where he stated:

"(3) 'iVhere (whether on the Board's own initiative or upon the claimant's due
application) a review takes place and the original decision is in anv r spect
revised; that will in my view destroy the substratum upon which any appeal
against the original decision is founded — for the new decision is by operation of
law then substituted for the old as from the inception of the latter — and the
appeal against the old will be lapsed."

That passage was referred to in the decision of the Chief Commisioner in CA/125/84.

CA/125/1984.

This was also a claim for attendance allowance. By a determination dated 25 3uly 1983 the
claimant's claim for higher rate attendance allowance in respect of her son was refused.
On 27 March 1984 the DMP reviewed but did not revise that determination. On
20 April 1984 the claimant requested a review of the determination dated 27 March 1984.

'n

10 September 1984 the Chief Commissioner gave leave to appeal against the
ermination dated 27 March 1984. On 17 October 1984 a DMP reviewed and revised that

F-=".iaetermination dated 27 March 1984, and an allowance at the higher rate was awarded as
from 24 3une 1984- a date which was, therefore, later than a possible earlier starting date
if the appeal had been allowed. As the Chief Commissioner stated:

Under the revision, attendance allowance in fact became payable from a later
date than could have been the relevant starting date, if the appeal had been allowed
and the matter subsequently re-determined. However, the jurisdiction under
section 106(I)(b) [of the Social Security Act 1975] was within the 3 months to review
the determination appealed against 'on any ground', and it appears to me that once the
revision of the decision appealed against was made then that decision lapsed because it
was replaced by the revision itself ~ There is thus I consider no appeal before me."

The Chief Commissioner then stated that he had followed the view of the Commissioner in
CA/IOS/Sl at paragraph 13(3) in so far as it related to the circumstances of the case before
him, the Chief Commissioner, and continued:

"...it is not necessary for me to consider whether the learned Commissioner's view
there expressed applies in all circumstances and I do not therefore do so. I note
however that at least in certain circumstances the Secretary of State has a
reservation as to the universal application of the opinion of the learned Commissioner
that where a review takes place and the original decision is in any respect revised that
will destroy the substratum upon which any appeal against the original decision is
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founded; this reservation is made in the Secretary of State's submission before me."

CA/31/1984.

In this case attendance allowance had been awarded at the higher rate on 21 April 1981. On
16 October 1983 a DMP reviewed that determination and revised it by replacing the higherrate allowance with a lower rate allowance from 10 April 1983. The claimant applied for
leave to appeal and also requested a review. It was submitted that the review should take
place before the hearing of the appeal and that leave to appeal should not therefore be
granted. However, the ground of the appeal was that the Attendance Allowance Board on16 October 1983 had no jurisdiction to revise the determination of 21 April 1981. The
Commissioner described that as "a most unusual factor". He stated:

...It is undesirable in the extreme for there to be currently both an appeal. or an
application for leave to appeal, and a request for a review which cannot be refused.
Moreover, when this does happen, I think that normally the proper course would be to
suspend the hearing of the application for leave to appeal until the review had been
carried out."

But, because of the "most unusual factor" the Commissioner gave leave to appeal, heard the
appeal and dismissed it.

CA/146/1984.

In this case the Commissioner referred to CA/108/81 and CA/125/84 and said:

...Both those decisions hold that if a decision of a DMP which is under appeal to
the Commissioner is in the meantime reviewed and revised, then the revised
decision ceases to exist and is replaced by the new decision on review, with the
result that the appeal against the original DMP's decision must have lapsed ..."

The Commissioner then referred to the decision of the Chief Commissioner in CA/125/1984
and continued:

lf6 ... I note that the Chief Commissioner in his decision took account of the fact
that the subsequent revision on review was made under section 106(l)(b) of the
1975 Act, i.e. the power of the Attendance Allowance Board or its delegate to
'review such a determination on any ground', which is in itself akin to an appeal
(R(S) 2/81, paragraph 7 and 21). That is also the situation here because, although
there is rather more than the prescribed period of 3 months (see regulation 63 of
the Social Security (Adjudication) Regulations 1984 -S.l. 1984 iVo. 451) between
the two DMP's decisions ..., nevertheless regulation 63(l) merely requires that
the application for the review shall have been made within 3 months of the date
of the decision of which review is sought. I have no doubt that that is what has
occurred in the present case. Consequently I would not wish to express any
opinion on the situation where there was a review which was not 'on any ground',i.e. where more than the prescribed period of 3 months had elapsed and the
review had to be on a specific ground eg. ignorance or a mistake of a materialfact (see section 106(l)(a) of the 1975 Act). I note that the Chief Commissioner
was careful to limit his decision in paragraph 4 on Commissioner's file
CA/125/1984."

CSA/33/1985.

In this case the Commissioner refused leave to appeal because—

"The revised decision of 3 3une 1985 supersedes the decision of 18 3anuary 1985
against which the claimant has sought leave to appeal. His application accordingly
cannot be entertained by me and lapses. The revised decision of 3 3une 1985 carriesits own right of appeal, subject to leave, on a question of law."

5



CSA/43/1985.

,In this case the Commissioner granted leave to appeal reserving for the appeal "the q:™stion- relating to the possible lapsing of intermediate claims for review".
C A/157/1986.

In this case the Commissioner allowed an appeal against a review determination of a 3ÃiP.However, it was subsequently ascertained that that determination had been reviewe= andrevised by a DMP before the date of decision on the appeal and the consequence was,:-s theCommissioner said in paragraph 3-
"...the claimant has now obtained everything which she could have obtained t'..roughthe proceedings before the Commissioner. It goes without saying that, had I be n inpossession of the relevant information, I should not have given the decision whic.-. I didgive. I should have held that the claimant's appeal to the Commissioner had .'=psedbecause its substratum ...had been revised out of existence."

Accordingly the Commissioner set aside his earlier decision and declared "the claimant'sappeal to the Commissioner to have lapsed".

CA/40/1987.

is as a decision on a preliminary issue..An application for the review o= the'~termination under appeal had been received and a DMP was in the course of consi 'eringthat application and the Commissioner was asked to say whether it was more appropriatethat the matter should be suspended until the application for review had been considered.The Commissioner stated:

"3. It does undoubtedly raise problems when an application for review is receivedand the decision intended to be reviewed is already under appeal; and the conversecase can also arise. If the decisions relating to cases that go on appeal to a socialsecurity appeal tribunal are any guide, the effect of the revision ab initio on review ofa determination must be to bring the appeal against the decision so revised to an end(see Decision R(SB) I/82), though where the revision is partial only the appeal againstthe unrevised parts still remains on foot (see Decision R(P) 1/82 at paragraph 3). Itwould seem that conversely if a decision or determination is set aside on appeal anyapplication for review must lapse."

The Commissioner decided to continue with the appeal because, as he said in paragraph 5,"it does not follow that on review the matter will be revised ab initio, so that the appeal willnot essarily lapse as a result of revision of the existing determination.". In that citationt:.'::.:=', mmissioner referred to R/SB) I/82 and R(P) 1/82, to which we now refer.
R(SB) I/82.

In paragraph 12 of this decision the Commissioner referred to CU/42/54 and to CI/202/77—
"...where it was stated that after the earlier decision a practice had grown up, whichhad the approval of the Commissioners, of not reviewing (or perhaps of not revising onreview) decisions from which there was a pending appeal unless the revised decisionwould give the claimant all.that he could get on the appeal. I would commend thispractice for application in supplementary benefit cases. It is calculated to. minimisedelay."

That decision does not, therefore, carry the present question any further.
R(P) I/82.

(n paragraph 3 of this decision the Commissioner referred to CU/42/54 and to R(SB) 1/82end said:

"...It was held in Decision CV/42/54 (not reported), a decision recently approved inDecision R(SB) 1/82 that if a decision was reviewed (meaning I think, revised on



review) there was nothing left to appeal from and the appeal was at an end. Tha::aseconcerned a decision which was wholly set aside when revised on review..—. thepresent case the revision on review has left a part at least of the original d ".sionstanding; and I see no reason why the appeal should not continue. I may add .-.=t inDecision R(SB) 1/82 above referred to I alluded to the practice of not reviewin:- anydecision against which an appeal was pending on the ground that such a review, .;lessit offered all that was being claimed in the appeal. might gratuitously del-. theassertion of a claimant's rights. That objection is not relevant here and may we notbe relevant in other cases where a continuing decision is revised as from a date afterit first became operative; and it was in my judgment perfectly proper to revie: andrevise the decision in the way that it was done in this case, if indeed revie':.. wasnecessary."

There .vas thus a distinction drawn by the Commissioner between what might be describedas a total revision and a partial revision of an earlier decision.

9. Comment on those decisions

It is interesting to note that in those decisions the word "lapse" has been used to describetwo different situations or events: (i) an appeal, or application for leave to appeal, lapses ifthe determination of the DMP which is the subject of the appeal is reviewed and revised; (ii)-':-a decision (or determination as we call it; see paragraph 13 below) by a DMP lapses i: that-':4etermination is reviewed and revised. However, it is possible to extract from -.hosedecisions of the Commissioners the following propositions:

(1) Where a determination is reviewed "on any ground" and revised ab initio, therevised determination supersedes or replaces the original determination, ano anyappeal brought against the revised determination will lapse.
(2) Where an appeal is brought against a determination and the appeal is successfuland the determination is set aside, any pending review of that determinationmust lapse.

(3) The question as to what happens to a pending appeal against a determinationwhich is reviewed under section 106(l)(a) of the Act of 1975, outside theprescribed period of 3 months, has been left open. Unfortunately it does notappear from the decision in CA/157/1986 whether or not the review in that casewas "on any ground" but the Commissioner did state that "the claimant has nowobtained everything which she could have obtained through the proceedingsbefore the Commissioner", and that suggests that the review was "on any(-'-,) ground".

In order to understand the situation we think it necessary to consider the relevantlegislation.

10. The Legislation

We now consider the relevant statutory provisions and regulations. Prior to 15 ly1arch 1988(when there was a minor amendment) section 35(1) of the Social Security Act 1975 providedthat a person "shall be entitled to an attendance allowance" if he satisfies prescribedconditions as to residence or presence in Great Britain and either—
"(a) he is so severely disabled physically or mentally that, by day ["the dayconditions"], he requires from another person either—

(i) frequent attention throughout the day in connection with his bodilyfunctions, or

(ii) continual supervision throughout the day in order to avoid substantial



danger to himself or others; or

(b) he is so severely disabled physically or mentally, that at night L th .ignt
conditions"j, he requires from another person either—

(i) prolonged or repeated attention during the night in connect!o-. ith
his bodily functions, or

(ii) continual supervision throughout the night in order to =void
substantial danger to himself or others."

Sub-paragraph (b) was amended from 15 March 19SS but nothing turns on that::. the
purposes of the present case. Section 35(2) provided and still provides that the per'=d for
which an attendance allowance is payable to any person "shall be that specific in a
certificate issued in respect of him by the Attendance Allowance Board", and is 'n the
following terms:

"(2) Subject to the following provisions of this section. the period for i~hi h an
attendance allowance is payable to any person shall be that specif ie: in
certificate issued in respect of him by the Attendance Allowance Boa. d as
being—

(a) a period throughout which he has satisfied or is likely to satisi'he
condition mentioned in subsection (1)(a) above or that mentioned in (l)(b),
or both; and

(b) a period preceded immediately, or within such period as may be prescribed.
by one of not less than 6 months throughout which he satisfied, or is likely
to satisfy, one or both of those conditions."

Thus, to qualify for attendance allowance a claimant must satisfy the prescribed conditions
and a certificate will then specify the period for which the allowance is payable.

11. We turn now to sections 105 and 106 of the Act of 1975. Section 105 provides in
s ction (1) that the Attendance Allowance Board constituted under section 5 of the

("-: '.-i~«onal Insurance Act 1970 "shall cc}ntinue in being by that name". Part I of Schedule I 1 to
the Act relates to the Board's membership and the method by which their functions are to be
performed. Part ll of that Schedule relates to the Board's personnel, administration and
expenses. Subsection 2 then concludes "but regulations may make further provision as to the
constitution and procedure of the Board." We refer below to the relevant regulations but for
the present it is necessary to refer only to paragraph 5 of Part I of Schedule 11, which
provides for delegation of the Board's functions to one or more Delegated Medical
Practitioners (DMP). Paragraph 5 reads:

"The Board may delegate any of their functions in respect of any individual case to one
or more medical practitioners and any functions so delegated shall be exercised by the
practitioners in accordance with any directions by the Board".

Section 105(3) is important for present purposes. It reads:

"Subject to section 106 below, any question whether a person satisfies or has satisfied.
or is likely to satisfy, for any period the conditions set out in paragraph (a) or (b) of
section 35(l) of this Act shall be determined by the Board."

KVe emphasise the word "determined" —"shall be determined by the Board" or, of course, by a
DMP.



Section 106(l) is also important for present purposes. It provides:

"106. (1) The Attendance Allowance Board may—

(a) at any time review a determination of theirs ~ndersection 105(3) above, or under this paragraph or paragraph (b)below, if they are satisfied that there . has been a relevantchange of circumstances since the determination was made, orthat the determination was made in ignorance of a materialfact or was based on a mistake as to a material fact;
(b) on an application made within the prescribed period review, sucha determination on any ground;

(bb) without an application review such a determination on anyground within the prescribed period;

(c) issue a certificate under section 35(2), or revoke or alter acertificate so issued, if they consider it appropriate to do so inconsequence of a review in pursance of this subsection."
Paragraph (bb) above was inserted by the Social Security Act 1986, Schedule 5 paragraph1 l(2) with effect from 6 April 1987. We draw attention to the side —words or side —notes tosection 106 which read;

"Review of, and appeal from, Board's decision".

Section 106(2) then provides:

"Provision shall be made by regulations for enabling appeals to be brought to aCommissioner, with his leave or that of another Commissioner, against adetermination by the Board of any question of law arising on a review under subsection(1) above or arising in connection with a ref usal by the Board to review adetermination made by them under section 105(3) of this section".
In other words, regulations may make provision for an appeal to a Commissioner either(-"--,=-::against a determination on review or against a refusal to review a determination but not foran appeal to a Commissioner against an original determination by the Board or a DMP of aclaim for attendance allowance.

12. Regulations

The regulations relating to the Attendance Allowance Board are set out in Section E of theSocial Security (Adjudication) Regulations 1986, in regulations 37,38 and 39. Regulation38(1) provides that "the prescribed period" for making an application to review adetermination "on any ground" within section 106(1)(b) of the Act (see above) is—
"the period of 3 months from the date on which notice of the determination which it issought to have reviewed was given or sent to the claimant".

Regulation 38(2) provides:

"Subject to the provisions of paragraph (3) [not relevant for present purposes], anapplication, in pursuance of section 106 (l)(a) or (b) of the 1975 Act, for a review of adetermination may be made by the claimant or the Secretary of State and shall be



made in writing to the Board".

We note in passing that if within 12 months of an application for review, a further revi™;vis
sought, leave of the Board must be obtained: regulation 38(Q). Section 106(l)(bb), as has
been seen above, enables the Board or DMP of its own motion to review a determination
within the prescribed period of 3 months even though no application for review has been
made by the claimant or by the Secretary of State; and regulation 39(l) provides that the
prescribed period for such a review is "3 months from the date of that determination".
Regulation 39(2) to (5) set out the circumstances in which reasons for a determination shall
be given. 'iVe think it desirable to set out those provisions in full:

"(2) Where the Board, having where appropriate given leave under regulation 38(4),
have reviewed a determination or have refused to review a determination. the
claimant and the Secretary of State shall be notified in writing oi the
determination on the review of that refusal, as the case may be, and, subject to
the provisions of paragraph (3), of the reasons for it, and of the conditions
governing an appeal to a Commissioner.

(3) lf he consents to forego it, a claimant or the Secretary of State need not be
notified of the reasons for a determination on review when it takes place.

(0) Where notification of a determination on review is given to the claimant without
a statement of the reasons for it, he shall at the same time be notified of the
conditions governing an appeal to a Commissioner and of his right under
paragraph (5) to be provided with such a statement.

(5) >Vhere a statement of reasons was not sent with the determination on review the
claimant or the Secretary of State may, within 3 months from the date on v hich
a notification of the determination was sent to the claimant or within such
further time as the Board may for special reasons allow, make a request in
writing for notification of the reasons for the determination whereupon the
claimant and the Secretary of State shall be notified in writing of those reasons
and the claimant shall again be notified of the conditions governing an appeal to
a Commissioner."

From those paragraphs it will be clear that a statement of reasons for a determination can
only be required, or given, in the case of a determination on review. In the case of an
original determination of the claim there is no provision or requirement for the Board or

MP to give reasons. Finally, before leaving the regulations, we draw attention to
(-""~ egulation 39(6) which provides that where the Commissioner decides that a determination

of the Board or DMP was erroneous in law—

"the Board shall review their determination for the purpose of confirming or revising .

1t11

The Commissioner cannot himself decide any medical question.

13. Determination

It will be seen, therefore,

(i) that the Board or DMP determines whether or not the conditions set out in
section 35(1) of the Act are satisfied: section 105(3) of the Act;

(ii) that within 3 months of the date of notification of the determination the
claimant may apply for a review: regulation 38(l) of the Adjudication
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Regulations;

(iii) that, alternatively, the Board or DMP may of its own motion revie v adetermination within 3 months of the date of the determination: regulation 39(1)of the Adjudication Regulations;

(iv) that an appeal may be brought to a Commissioner, with leave, against adetermination on review or against a refusal by the Board to revie.v adetermination: section 106(2) of the Act.

We have noted that the reasons given by the Board or by a DV!P are always referred to as"the decision" of the Board or DMP. Nowhere in the statute or regulations, however. doesthe word "decision" appear in relation to the functions of the Board or DV!P except in theside — .vords or side - notes or marginal notes (however described) to section 106 — "Reviewof, and appeal from Board's decision". The side-words or side-notes or marginal notes donot, however, form part of the statute: Chandler v Director of Public Prosecutions I 1980]A.C. 763 per Lord Reid at page 789; see also Cross: Statutory Interpretation (2nd Edn) page129-130: Craies on Statute Law (7th Edn) page 197. We accordingly, have referred to the..Board's or DMP's "decision" as a determination.

14. C rtificate

The period for which attendance allowance is payable "shall be that specif ied in acertificate issued in respect of [the claimant] by the Attendance Allowance Board" - ormore usually by the DMP. This certificate is in Form DS7. Part I of that form identifiesthe claimant. Part 2 is headed "Certificate" and provides boxes for completion by the Boardor DIP as to which of the day or night conditions is or are satisfied, and the periodthroughout which the condition(s) is or are satisfied or likely to be satisfied. Part 3 isheaded "Reject" and is completed by the Board or DMP if none of the conditions in section35(I) is satisfied. (It will be recalled that in the present case, the claim was rejected on 3February 1983 and the Form DS7 shows that rejection: page 10 of the case papers.) Onreview the Board or DMP may issue a certificate, or alter or revoke an issued certificate, ifit is "appropriate to do so in consequence of the review": section 106 (l)(c) of the Act. Thecertificate is issued to the claimant. And it is upon the issue of that certificate (as weunderstand it) that the adjudication officer issues his decision as to the payment ofattendance allowance.

(-:.=. Consequences

What are the consequences of the legislation? It is clear that an appeal against, and areview of, a determination by the Board or a DMP, may arise simultaneously. That is anunusual situation which, so far as we know, does not arise in any other jurisdiction. As theCommissioner said in CA/146/1980 at paragraph 6 (cited above) a review "on any ground" is"akin to an appeal". But it is clear that it is not identical to an appeal. A review is carriedout by another DMP —who is not an appellate body. He has the same status as the DIP whomade the determination which is being reviewed. Each DMP decides medical questions inthe light of his or her own medical expertise.

16. Estoppel

At the first oral hearing we raised the question of estoppel. It seemed to us that if weallowed an appeal against the DMP's determination of 9 October 1986, notwithstanding thedetermination on review on 1 1 May 1987, the result of the appeal would be that the Board ora DMP would be required to review that determination of 9 October 1986 "for the purpose ofconfirming or revising it": regulation 39(6) of the Adjudication Regulations (see above).



Would objection then be taken to that review on the ground that the issue hao oeendetermined by the review determination on 11 May 1987? In other words, would an es:zppeiarise? There is no doubt that the doctrine of estoppel has been extended to decisions oftribunals: 16 Halsbury's Laws (iith Edn.) paragraphs l503, 1565. Mr. Latter submitte thatestoppel did not play any part in decisions of DUIPs. Mr. Rowland. however, refer.. d tosection 117(l) of the Social Security Act 1975 which provides that decisions shall be:inal,and to section 117(2) which provides that any finding of fact in a decision shall -..-.t beconclusive for the purpose of any other decision. EVe also considered R(l)9/63 at para:-. aphs18 and 2Q and in particular the passage in paragraph 18-
"...it is not legally possible to have 2 decisions by different boards or tribunals:n anidentical question relating to the same period."

That passage is, we think, particularly apposite to the present case. ~Ve have, therefore,sought to analyse what occurs when a review takes place and in view of the clear conc!usionwe have reached it has become unnecessary to consider further the question of estoppei.
17. Anal vsis

'~V- think it will be helpful to consider a hypothetical claim and a hypothetical claimant.

I 3anuarv 1988 Claim for attendance allowance.

1 Februarv 1988 First medical examination and report.

I April 1988 First DMP's determination. He may reject the claim or he mayissue a certificate, certifying that the claimant is entitled toattendance allowance at the lower or at the higher rate. (If he.certifies that the claimant is entitled to the higher rate, thecase will in all probability stop there).

I May 1988. On the assumption that the claim was rejected or that a lowerrate certificate was issued, a review may be instituted (either
on the application of the claimant or by the Board on its own
initiative).

I 3une 1988. Second medical examination and report (for the purpose of the
review).

I September 1988. Second DMP's determination. This is a determination on
review. The review is within the prescribed time and he mayreview "on any ground". A number of options are available to
him — more than we can here enumerate; but we give some
exam ples:

(1) If the first DMP's determination was to reject the claim and if, having reviewedthat determination, the second DMP determines not to revise it, no certificatewill be issued by either DMP. As the first DMP's determination was an originaldetermination, no reasons for his determination will be given (see paragraph 12above). Any appeal will be brought against the second DMP's determination, inrespect of which reasons will be given.

(2) If the first DMP's determination was that the claimant satisfied, let us say, a daycondition and he issued a certificate at the lower rate, the second DMP havingreviewed, may confirm that determination but also go on to determine that fromthe date of the second medical report, the claimant satisfied both a day and anight condition and he will then issue a certificate at the higher rate for theperiod commencing 1 3une 1988. If the first certificate remains in existence, it
12



will continue unaltered but will only have effect up to the day oefore une
1988. A new certificate will be issued for the period commencing ! 3une 19 3.

(3) If the first DViP determined that a day condition was satisfied and issued a.ower
rate certificate for the period commencing 1 january 1988, the seconc 3MP
having reviewed the determination, may determine that the claimant ".= not
satisfy either a day or a night condition at any time since the date of the - aim.
He will then revoke the certificate of 1 April 1988 and not issue a;.'ew
cer t if icate.

(4) If the first DMP determined that a day condition was satisfied and issued a ower
rate certificate for the period commencing 1 january 1988 (as in exam=.'3)
above), the second DMP may, having reviewed. determine that the cia'.~ant
satisfied both a day and a night condition at all times since the date of "'aim.
He will (we assume) either alter the certificate dated 1 April 1988 so =s to
provide for a higher rate allowance for the period commencing 1 januar. !988,
and issue a new certificate at the higher rate for the period commencing 'une
1988, or revoke the first certificate and issue a new certificate at the higho.. rate
for the whole period commencing 1 january 1988.

From the above examples in paragraph 17 it will be seen

(i) that on each occasion the period from 1 january 1988 (date of clairr.> to 1

April 1988 (date of first DMP's determination) has been considered t.:;ice-
by both the first DMP and the second DMP on review;

(ii) that any appeal in example (1) will be against the second DRIP's
determination (i.e. the determination on review);

(iii) that in examples (3) and (4) the second DMP has made a determination
which is inconsistent with the determination of the first DViP (in relation
to the period commencing with the date of claim). Two inconsistent .
decisions cannot stand together: R(1)9/63 at paragraph 1S. What in fact
has happened is that the first determination has ceased to have effect from
the date of 'the second, reviewing determination. From that date the
second determination will be the effective and operative determination.

19. From those examples, we draw the following conclusions:

(1) When a determination of-a DMP is reviewed on any ground, the determination of
the reviewing DVlP becomes the effective, operative, enforceable determination
(however one describes it) and the reviewed determination ceases to have effect.
If there is a further review on any ground, exactly the same result will follow.
The determination of the reviewing DMP will become the effective
determination.

(2) If a claimant wishes to appeal in any of the above examples, the appeal must be
brought against the second DMP's determination (the determination on review)
or, in the event of further reviews, against the latest reviewing determination.

20. We have considered the argument that the claimant should be allowed to appeal
against the first determination if he or she has not received under the second, reviewing,
determination the attendance allowance to which he or she might conceivably be entitled.
If by that is meant, that the claimant should have a right and be allowed to appeal against
the first determination unless the second, reviewing, determination resulted in the issue of a
certificate at the higher rate for the period commencing with the date of the claim, we do
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not agree. Under each of the above examples the period covered by the first deterrn .—.ation
has been twice considered: the second determination is the effective determination..= 'the
claimant wishes the Commissioner to consider the period from the date of claim up -o the
date of the first determination, or up to the date of the second medical report, he or s.-. can
have those periods considered by the Commissioner by an appeal against the =cond,
reviewing determination. It must be emphasised that the Commissioner can never:=cide
any medical question and can only set aside the determination which is the subject =i the
appeal, and, as already pointed out, the Board or DMP must then confirm or revis that
determination.

21. We have also considered the position of a claimant whose claim is rejected by t.". first
DMP on 1 April 198S, but who, on review on 1 September 1988, obtains from the rev'ing
DMP a certificate (at the lower or higher rate) for the period commencing 1 3une 1988 (thedate of the second medical report). It could be argued that if the claimant wished to appealagainst the rejection of her claim by the first DRIP on 1 April 19SS, and were permitt d toa~~eal against that determination, he or she would not put at risk the certificate issued on 1

ember 1988. iVhereas, if the claimant were allowed to appeal only against the
u .ermination of I September 1988 he or she would put at risk the certificate issued on thatdate — the risk being that if the appeal succeeded and the matter was reviewed again as at 1
September l988 by another DMP he might'ake a different view and revoke the certificate
issued on 1 September 1988. We recognise the possibility of that risk. Nevertheless. anysuch DMP who revoked the certificate of 1 September 1988 would have to provide ogentreasons for so doing in his determination — and failure to do so would be likely to result in a
further appeal.

22. Conclusion

Those considerations in paragraphs 20 and 21 do not outweigh the firm conclusions that we
have reached. In our judgment a determination on a review "on any ground" will replace the
determination which was the subject of the review, and any appeal must be brought agai;.:st
the reviewing determination and not against the revised determination. The determination
which has been reviewed on any ground will cease to have effect by reason of the latter
determination (the review determination) covering the entire period at issue. This is so even
if after review, the reviewing DMP decides not to revise the earlier determination. Whether"."not it is correct to say that the review determination has been "annulled" (CU/02/1954) is

t, we think, of importance. What is clear, in our judgment, is that it will cease to takeeffect. In other words, it will lapse. It will cease to take effect because of the review and
not because it has been reviewed and revised as suggested by the Commissioner in
CA/108/Sl in paragraphs 2(l) and 13(3).

/

23. Section 106(l)(a)

We wish to emphasise that we have not considered the effect of a review under section
106(l)(a). It will be recalled that under that sub-section a review may take place at any
time but only upon the specified grounds - "that there has been a relevant change of
circumstances since the determination was made, or that the determination was made in
ignorance of a material fact or was based on a mistake as to a material fact". As we have
made clear our decision relates to a review "on any ground". We think it right to emphasise
this point since in the present case the DMP in his reasons dated 25 3uly 1988 (page 192 of
the case papers) expressly stated in paragraph 2 that he "could review the decision dated 9
October 1986 on any ground". He then stated that he agreed with the DMP in his reasons in
his decision of 9 October 1986 "that when the medical report was completed on 2S 3une 1986
[the claimant] did not satisfy the day or night conditions". (We think that must be an error
for the medical report dated 28 April 1986 (see pages 65-70 of the case papersj since the
DMP on 9 October 1986 based his determination upon the medical report dated 28 April 1985
and he revoked the lower rate certificate from that date). The DMP
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concluded in paragraph 4 of his reasons that the latest medical report dated 25 April 1987
indicated that the claimant required frequent attention throughout the day and he issued a
lower rate certificate from that date (see page 128 of the case papers). It would appear
from that conclusion that the DMP .vas reviewing the determination of 9 October 1986 on
the ground that there had been a relevant change of circumstances since that determination
was made. Nevertheless, the DMP did in his reasons dated 25 3uiy 1988 make clear that he
had reviewed the period covered by the determination of 9 October 1986.

24. 'Vhere a letter of appeal is treated as a request for review

We have pointed out above that the claimant's letter dated 21 january 1987 (erroneously
dated 1986) was not, in our view, a request for review. Nevertheless, the letter was treated
by the DMP as a request for review. We have also drawn attention to the fact that in
CA/31/84, where the claimant did apply for leave to appeal and did, apparently, request a
review, the Commissioner decided to hear the appeal notwithstanding the request for review
— the ground of appeal raising a "most unusual factor". See also CA/40/1987. Clearly, if a
claimant wishes to appeal and if the Board or a DMP purports to treat the letter of appeal
as, in addition, a request for review. the claimant should bear in mind that in an appropriatecase it may be necessary to apply for a stay of the review.

25. Whether or not in the present case'n appeal can be successfully brought against the
decision dated 11 May 1987 raises, of course, different questions. If in the light of our
decision, the claimant wishes now for leave to appeal against the determination dated 11
May 1987, we would consider any application if it were made promptly. We note that sectionl(l) of the Social Security Act 1988 has substituted a new section 35(l)(b) of the Social
Security Act 1975 but that substitution is to have effect only for the purposes of a claim or a
review after the passing of the Act of 1988: section 1(2).

26. The Bill

The conclusion as to lapse of appeals where the decision in issue has been reviewed by a
DMP differs from the result that will be achieved by the proposed amendment to section 104
of the Social Security Act 1975 in the Bill now before Parliament. Under subsection (3)(B) of
the proposed amendment, where a claimant has appealed against a decision of an
adjudication officer, and the decision is reviewed under section 104 by an adjudication
officer then—

"(a) if the adjudication officer considers that the decision which he has made on the
review is the same as the decision that would have been made on the appeal had every
ground of the claimant's appeal succeeded, then the appeal shall lapse, but

(b) in any other case, the review shall be of no effect and the appeal shall proceed
accordingly."

These amendments do not apply to reviews by a delegated medical practitioner (or, for that
matter, to reviews under section 104 by a social security appeal tribunal).
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2S. Our decision is set out in paragraph 1 above.

(Signed)
V.G.H. Hallett
Comm issioner

(Signed)
3.N.B. Penny
Commissioner

(Signed) A.T. Hoolahan
Commissioner

Date: 17 April 1989
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